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Why Talk About Genetics?

Need to increase understanding of 
complex issues:

Genetic causality is not simple.
Scientific issues become political, 

economic, ethical.



Why talk about genetics?

Popular hopes and 
fears

Pros
Select desirable traits
Prevent disease
Augment food supply



Why Talk About Genetics?
Popular hopes and 
fears

Cons:
Institutionalization of 
inferiority
Increase in abortions
Denial of health care



The Science of Genes
Genes are DNA

DNA is DNA is DNA



What a gene does
Genes carry the information to build 
proteins

each 3 bases in DNA code for one sub-unit 
of a protein
proteins have many and varied functions

structural
carriers
enzymes



How genes determine traits

One gene may affect one trait
working gene  = health
defective gene = hemophilia

Often the relationship is much more 
complicated

one gene may affect more than one trait
more than one gene may affect the same trait
environmental factors may affect the trait



How genes determine traits

Genes and “norm of reaction”
many genes specify range of possibilities
final trait determined by genes and outside 
factors

random events in development
environmental factors
unknown genetic factors



Is Genetic Engineering 
Engineering?

• What is engineering?

• What is “genetic engineering”?



Anthropological Considerations

The Impact of Genetic Engineering 
on Human Adaptation and Variation



Genetic Engineering:  
Anthropological Considerations
Possible Loss of Naturally Occurring 
Human Variation

Less biological diversity limits our ability as a 
species to adapt to changing environments



Genetic Engineering:  
Anthropological Considerations

Cultural biases
Religious biases

Biological 
determinism
Socio-economic 
implications

Who decides which genes (alleles) 
are favorable and which are not?



Genetically Modified Organisms
(GMOs) in Food

Have You Eaten Yours Today??



Short History of GM Food Crops
1983   First transgenic plant developed 
1985   First field tests of transgenic crops
1994   Flavr-Savr tomatoes sold
1996   EPA endorses food containingBt 
toxin “there is a reasonable certainty that 
no harm will result from aggregate 
exposure…including infants and children, 
to the CryIA(b) protein…”



1999  US soybean exports to Europe drop 
from a high of $300 million to $1 million
as Europeans reject “frankenfoods”
2000    An estimated 2/3 of processed 
foods contain GMOs produced on 70 
million acres of American farmland
2001   Several US cities try to restrict 
sale of food containing GMOs



How to Genetically Modify a Plant
Agrobacterium tumefaciens infection

This bacterium normally adds its own DNA to that 
of plant cells – by changing its DNA, you can use it 
to deliver specific genes to a plant. 

Gene gun
Coat a gold particle with DNA and just shoot into 

cell nuclei.  Amazingly, the DNA can be incorporated 
into the plant. 

Both processes result in random genetic 
changes in plant cell receiving DNA



Why Genetically Modify Crops?
Bt toxins increase insect resistance
Roundup Ready crops from Monsanto resist 
their herbicide Roundup, reducing soil erosion 
by encouraging ‘no-till’ agricultural practices
Increased nutritional value

Golden rice containing beta-carotene
Soybean containing corn proteins
Human milk proteins in cows milk?

Addition of other desirable traits
Rapid growth (of plant)
Lower tooth decay (in people)
Altered fatty acid profiles for industrial oils
Longer shelf life (plant and products)



Risks of GM crops
Bt toxin resistance, soil contamination
Increased herbicide use
Allergies: new and old
Toxic effects of altered metabolism
Increased problems with antibiotic 
resistant bacteria
Gene transfer to wild relatives; other weed 
problems



Bottom Line?
GM crops are like people: each must be 
judged individually.
A more unified governmental approach to 
product testing and balancing risks and 
benefits might help.
Labeling, opposed by most agribusiness, 
would help consumers but only if they 
were educated on the issues first. 



The Politics of Genetic 
Engineering

The Profitability of Genetic Engineering
Genetics and Social Darwinism
Is Genetics a Class Issue?
Who’s watching the store?



What we don’t know; 
what we can’t do.


